Chilled Thermavac™

Stainless Steel Water Bottle 0.55L
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Naito is a cutting edge Japanese artist and designer living
in Berlin who has achieved worldwide recognition after
collaborations with well-known brands.
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Violet Purple

Chilled Thermavac ™
Stainless Steel Water Bottle
0.55L

Aladdin and its Sustain Promise inspired him to
team-up on this exciting partnership. The new
Aladdin X Naito collection is the perfect canvas
for his beautiful and elegant artwork bringing the
best of both worlds; 4 exclusive designs on the
new yet iconic Chilled Thermavac™ Water Bottles.
The latest Aladdin sustainable bottle for those
who want zero compromises in their urban on the
go world while staying hydrated in style.

Cool water bottle that keeps water cold for
hours so you stay hydrated throughout the day
without single-use plastics wherever you are.

Aqua Blue

Snowflake White

Lava Black

Product Features:
• Stainless Steel double wall Thermavac™ compact
vacuum insulation that keeps drinks cold for longer,
9h cold in real-use scenario*
• Soft silicon fingerloop
• Leakproof
• Smooth drinking spout
• Wide mouth opening for easy fill and cleaning
• Car, bike cup holders and laptop bags friendly
• Dishwasher safe
• BPA free

*Our thermal-performance information is scientifically proven under consistent average real-use scenario. The criteria for hot and cold testing is based on
FDA standards and the thermal performance lab-test procedure is done by measuring the time that takes for the content’s temperature change from 95°C
to 60°C for hot, and from 1.67°C to 10°C for cold, while the outside temperature is held at 23°C.

Hey, let us introduce ourselves:
we’re Aladdin.
We envision zero compromises in
your urban on the go world.
We support your demand for quality,
design, sustainable and good.
You know what you want and which way to go.
And we want to empower you in doing so.
So we’re coming with you, and yes,
we’re very enthusiastic about it.

Innovation
Iconic products that
connect you to life in
the city.

Giving back to the
community
Over 1% of pre-tax
profits and employee
time is donated to
local communities.

Quality
EU-tested safe
products that look
good, feel good an
are sturdy, handy and
recyclable.

Company culture
Diverse global teams
that are passionate
about Aladdin, the
planet and creating
a society that values
reusability.
Pacific Market International
Keizersgracht 555, 1017 DR
Amsterdam - The Netherlands
Europe +31 20794 4840
www.pmiworldwide.com

Social responsibility &
environmental stewardship
Code of conduct that treasures the
materials, people and environment at
our factories while reducing natural
resources and energy.

